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Abstract

This thesis consists of two parts. The first part considers further development of a
model used for marital fertility, the Coale-Trussell’s fertility model, which is based on
age-specific fertility rates. A new model is suggested using individual fertility data
and a waiting time after pregnancies. The model is named the waiting model and can
be understood as an alternating renewal process with age-specific intensities. Due to
the complicated form of the waiting model and the way data is presented, as given in
the United Nation Demographic Year Book 1965, a normal approximation is suggested
together with a normal approximation of the mean and variance of the number of births
per summarized interval. A further refinement of the model was then introduced to allow
for left truncated and censored individual data, summarized as table data. The waiting
model suggested gives better understanding of marital fertility and by a simulation study
it is shown that the waiting model outperforms the Coale-Trussell model when it comes
to estimating the fertility intensity and to predict the mean and variance of the number
of births for a population.

The second part of the thesis focus on developing functional clustering methods. The
methods are motivated by and applied to varved (annually laminated) sediment data
from lake Kassjön in northern Sweden. The rich but complex information (with respect
to climate) in the varves, including the shapes of the seasonal patterns, the varying varve
thickness, and the non-linear sediment accumulation rates makes it non-trivial to cluster
the varves. Functional representations, smoothing and alignment are functional data
tools used to make the seasonal patterns comparable. Functional clustering is used to
group the seasonal patterns into different types, which can be associated with different
weather conditions.

A new non-parametric functional clustering method is suggested, the Bagging Voronoi
K-mediod Alignment algorithm, (BVKMA), which simultaneously clusters and aligns
spatially dependent curves. BVKMA is used on the varved lake sediment, to infer on
climate, defined as frequencies of different weather types, over longer time periods.

Furthermore, a functional model-based clustering method is proposed that clusters
subjects for which both functional data and covariates are observed, allowing different
covariance structures in the different clusters. The model extends a model-based func-
tional clustering method proposed by James and Sugar (2003). An EM algorithm is
derived to estimate the parameters of the model.

The resulting clusters from the different functional clustering methods and their
time dynamics show great potential for seasonal climate interpretation, in particular for
winter climate changes.

Keywords : censoring, Coale -Trussell model, EM-algorithm, functional data analysis,
functional clustering, marital fertility, normal approximation, Poisson process, varved
lake sediments, warping.
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1 Introduction

This thesis consists of two parts; the first part considers further development of a model
that handles the aspect of the development of a society, the Coale -Trussell model, which
uses data of marital fertility from the United Nations fertility surveys.

The second part considers statistical functional data analysis methods (FDA). In this
thesis the FDA methods are applied to reconstruct past climate, based on the seasonal
patterns of the varved annualy laminated sediment of lake Kassjön in Northern Sweden
to reconstruct the climate, covering more than 6400 years back in time.

2 Modelling marital fertility

The Coale -Trussell marital fertility model has been used in demography for a long time
to estimate the future needs of a society such as schools, daycare systems or the health
care sector. The idea behind using such a model is the assumption that marital fertility
is declining faster within an urbanized society than within a non-urbanized. In order to
compare different populations, Henry (1961), introduced the concept of natural fertility
as an absence of deliberate birth control in opposite to controlled fertility where a couple
aims for a target size of children. He identified and used 10 populations as a standard for
natural fertility. Moreover, he also constructed a normal deviation from natural fertility
by using an average of 43 populations, (United and Nations, 1966).

Henry suggested to divide women ages into age-intervals, [15, 20), [20, 25),..., [45, 50),
and for a population calculate the total number of birth and the total exposure time
within each time interval for married women. A fertility rate λa =

∑
Baj/

∑
Eaj can

then be calculated, where Baj is the number of birth the j:th woman gives and Eaj

is the exposure time she contributes with in the a:th interval, a = 0, ..., 6 and j =
1, ..., nk, where nk is the number of married woman in the k:th population. After some
consideration the first age-interval was removed due to the uncertainty in the data, thus
giving 6 natural fertility constants, na:s and 6 normal deviation constants va:s see, e.g.
Paper IV.

In Coale and Trussell (1978) they suggested to analyze the fertility rates within a
log-linear model frame. This means that the fertility rates λa, a = 1, ..., 6, could be
specified as,

λa = na ·M · em·va

and by a slight re-parameterization it can be written as,

λa = na · ek+m·va .

Now, the na:s and va:s are constants and the λa:s are given by the population data, so
the parameters to be estimated are k and m. What we will get by estimating those
parameters is a (log) linear deviation from the normal deviation (va) of natural fertility
(va).

In Broström (1985) it was suggested to analyze the model with the fertility rates as
intensities in a Poisson model, which then allowed for a likelihood model approach giving
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parameter estimates and precision of those. Of course there are certain drawbacks in this
model. One is that the concept of intensity is not a natural way of thinking of marital
intensity for pregnancy for a woman, since, naturally, a waiting time is introduced while
a woman is pregnant. Another one is that the Coale-Trussell model is mainly for large
populations, like nations, while it also would be nice to apply it to small societies.

Therefore, I introduced a model denoted the normal waiting model which applies
to small populations and allows for a waiting time during pregnancy. My contribution
to the Coale-Trussell model was first to show that the parameter estimates within the
Poisson model approach, (Broström, 1985) are consistent, Paper I. I also made a more
natural assumption and introduced waiting times between pregnancies, Paper I, giving
a new definition of intensity, θa, of course. This new model was denoted as waiting
model. I used the new definition of intensity and moved from Poisson assumption to
normal assumption when I specified the likelihood for the waiting model, Paper II. I
also did a robustness study to confirm that the new model assumption made better
parameter estimates. In Paper III more natural assumptions were introduced allowing
for left truncation and censoring of the exposure time for each woman and also finer
approximations of the mean and the variance of the number of birth. It can be noted
that I also gave a transformation formula which makes it possible to switch between
θa and λa. That is, to transform already calculated fertility rates within the Poisson
model to marital fertility intensity as understood in the waiting model. For an extended
introduction to this topic, see the introduction in my Licentiate thesis.

3 Statistical methods to reconstruct past climate

The human impact on the climate is something that interests most of the people today.
Some people deny it and some other believe that we have had a severe impact on our
earth climate. However, independent of what our beliefs are, everyone wants a proof
in either direction. We want proofs that shows that we have or have not influenced
the earth climate, that the raising temperatures and heavy rainfalls in some parts of our
world or the extended dry seasons that seem to be more and more common in other parts
of the world today, are just due to random fluctuations or that it is actually something
that the mankind have inflicted.

In order to find out whether or not we have had an impact on the climate we need
to compare with historical data. Unfortunately, our weather records are not especially
extended. In Sweden for instance, the longest time series of temperature and precipita-
tion in the Stockholm region starts in 1722, that is approximately 300 years, which is
still very long compared to other countries.

In comparison with a life length it is a long time, but when it comes to climate it is
just a blink. Of course, when I look at my life it looks like the weather now is different
from the weather when I was a child. I have lived almost all of my life in the northern
part of Sweden, in Ume̊a, and when I was a child we had long winters with lots of snow
and periods of very cold temperatures, below -25◦ C, for weeks. Now it seems very rare
to have temperature below -25◦ C in Ume̊a, even for a day. The snow that I was able
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to play with in my childhood now pours down as rain, at least in the coastal area. So
the question that needs an answer is, is this a change in climate or is this just a random
variation in weather?

One of the most popular parts in the news broadcasting is the weather forecast. For
many people the weather forecast is a matter of great importance, whether or not to
expect the monsoon rain, or for farmers, if it is going to rain on their crop or not. The
meteorologist is a person who usually delivers the message, a message that is built on
heavy computer calculations, built on complicated weather models, those in turn are
built on different types of collected weather data. That is, to control the assumed model
used for doing the weather forecast, it needs to be verified against historical weather
data. This is especially important when it comes to climate models for doing climate
forecast further ahead in the future. Not only for the next week but when you want to
do a forecast of the climate for the next 50 to 100 years, (Pachauri et al., 2014). Here
the longer climate proxies become a very important tool for verifying the climate models
used.

To understand the variations in the climate beyond the last few hundred years, cli-
mate proxies from paleoclimatological archives such as annual tree rings, corals, ice cores,
lake and sea sediments are being used. Information about the seasonality of the climate
and particularly about winter climate is scarce. During the past decades, the amount
of paleoclimatological data has increased tremendously, which gives completely new op-
portunities to constrain climate models and significantly reduce their uncertainties for
future predictions (Crowley and Hyde, 2008; Hegerl et al., 2006). Still, the global scale
climate reconstructions rely to a large extent on climate proxy data recording summer
conditions, such as tree-ring data (see, e.g. Mann et al., 2008). This is a significant
shortcoming, given how the recent climate change has affected different seasons differ-
ently (Beniston, 2005). Model predictions for future climate indicate, for example, that
temperature will increase by several degrees in Scandinavia, and be more pronounced
during winter time than summer time. Summer precipitation will stay approximately
the same, whereas an increase in winter precipitation is anticipated. Changed seasonality
has strong implications for ecosystems and society, not the least at higher latitudes.

Annually laminated (varved) lake sediments have the potential to play an important
role for understanding past seasonal climate with their inherent annual time resolution
and within-year seasonal patterns, cf. Figure 1. The annual resolution has tremendous
advantages for the establishment of a chronology or assessment of rates of change (Ojala
et al., 2012). Several attempts to produce high-resolution (annual) reconstruction of
climate from varve properties include works on Swedish and Finnish lakes, e.g. Ojala
et al. (2008); Ojala and Alenius (2005); Petterson et al. (1999); Tiljander et al. (2003)
and our first study, Paper IV. However, none of the studies above, including our study,
did fully take into account the additional information contained in the shapes of the
seasonal patterns.

In this thesis (Papers V, VI and VII) we suggest ways of capturing and clustering
the seasonal patterns of varved lake sediment with the ultimate purpose of developing
a climate proxy for winter climate. We propose to use functional data analysis (FDA)
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methods, (see e.g. Ramsay and Silverman, 2005), because the data we have are best
seen as a collection of functions (seasonal sediment profiles) whose changes through time
we want to study with respect to climate. The methodological development of FDA
methods within this thesis have been motivated by working with the varved sediment of
lake Kassjön. More information about the Kassjön sediment is found in the next section.
We then continue with a description of the FDA methods.

A first discussion on how to cluster the seasonal patterns is given in Paper V where
we also address the question of how to find feasible functional representations of the
seasonal patterns in order to make them comparable with respect to different seasonal
weather conditions. In climatology, focus is typically on the long-term weather trends
since there is often large year to year variability in the weather. Climate is defined
as frequencies of weather(-types) over long time periods (30, 100, 200 years etc). In
order to capture climate evolution in data such as the Kassjön sediment, there is a
need for a functional clustering method that is able to jointly deal with the temporal
dependence and the misalignment, that characterize the seasonal patterns. In Paper
VI we introduce a new functional clustering method the Bagging Voronoi K-mediod
Alignment algorithm (BVKMA) that clusters functional data, simultaneously taking
into account their temporal dependence and misalignment. The BVKMA method is
applied to the Kassjön sediment with the aim of capturing different climate types on
different time scales. The last article, Paper VII, introduces a functional clustering
model that is able to take into account not only functional data but also covariates.

3.1 The varved sediments of Kassjön

Figure 1 shows a sequence of distinctly varved sediment taken from lake Kassjön in
northern Sweden, covering approximately 6400 years (cf. Petterson et al., 1999). The
varve patterns have the following origin. During spring, in connection to snowmelt
and spring runoff, minerogenic material is transported from the catchment into the lake
through the four small streams, which gives rise to a bright colored layer (high gray-scale
values). During summer, autochthonous organic matter, sinks to the bottom and creates
a darker layer (lower gray-scale values). During winter, when the lake is ice-covered, fine
organic material is deposited, resulting in a thin blackish winter layer (lowest gray-scale
values). Figure 1 reveals substantial within- and between year variation, reflecting the
balance between minerogenic and organic material. The properties of each varve reflect,
to a large extent, weather conditions and internal biological processes in the lake the
year that the varve was deposited. The minerogenic input reflects the intensity of the
spring run-off, which depends on the amount of snow accumulated during the winter,
and hence the variability in past winter climate.

Our first study, Paper IV, dealt with a summary measure of yearly accumulation rate
of minerogenic matter, MinAR, from lake Kassjön, giving us a time serie to analyze. In
the analysis we showed that the MinAR has different periodicities in four different time
periods. This was an indication that the accumulation of minerogenic matter differs
during the time period under study. In our analysis we combined the use of the wavelet
power spectrum to define periods with the same frequencies and on those periods Fourier
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Figure 1: Annually laminated sediment from lake Kassjön (top). Data to be analyzed
are based on slices of five pixels width selected from representative parts of the sediment
(middle). Gray-scale values for the slice in the middle together with the mean gray-scale
values (solid line) of the 5 pixels for each time point (bottom). The manually determined
yearly delimiters (black dotted lines) have been horizontally shifted 1-4 steps to the
darkest neighboring value (solid red lines).
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analyses were performed.
From the reasoning above it follows that the shapes of the seasonal patterns also may

reflect different seasonal weather conditions. Seasonal patterns with pronounced spring
peaks may indicate winters with high snow accumulation, whereas those with low spring
peaks would represent winters with low amounts of snow. Varves with a thick organic
layer (produced during summer) would appear as seasonal patterns with a substantial
flatter part after the spring peak. Peaks occurring after the spring peak might indicate
fall storms with heavy rain.

The annual seasonal patterns of the sediment, were recorded as grey-scale images,
following the method described in Paper IV and by Petterson et al. (1999). The grey-
scale values range from 0 to 255, where 0 and 255 corresponds to black and white
colors, respectively. The raw data set is a series of averages of five-pixel slices selected
from representative parts of the varved sediment images, cf. Figure 1 and Petterson
et al. (1999). Varve delimiters were initially set manually by two persons, studying the
sediment core using stereo microscopes. A varve is defined from the beginning of one
spring layer to the beginning of the next, since the shift from the winter layer to the
spring layer is the sharpest transition in varves of this type, (Petterson et al., 1999).
The varve delimiters should thus correspond to the thin blackish layer produced when
ice covered the lake. When converting the manually determined delimiters to the grey-
scale values, some were horizontally shifted (1-4 pixels), to make sure they corresponded
to the darkest pixel-values in the neighbourhood. In this way, the final raw data were
obtained, being composed by a time series of grey-scale vectors (of different lengths)
associated to years from 4486 B.C. to A.D. 1901. Now, there are several features of
the varve that could bring important climatic and weather information: the seasonal
patterns, the minerogenic accumulation rate, the varve width, and the mean grey scale
level (describing the relation between the minerogenic and organic material). Focusing
on grouping the seasonal patterns into similar weather/climate types, we need to make
the seasonal patterns comparable, which is nontrivial. First, they have different varve
width (that is, different number of observations). Also, the sedimentation process is
nonlinear in time and we therefore might need to align them, e.g. to synchronize the
beginning and end of a year as well as certain other well known features that should
occur approximately at the same time every year, such as the (first) spring peak. In
order to handle these things we use FDA methods described further in the next section.

3.2 Functional data analysis

Functional data analysis (FDA) is a relatively new topic within the field of statistics that
has been developed during the last two decades, with the pioneering work summarized
in the book by Ramsay and Silverman (2005). FDA techniques are used when repeated
measurements of some underlying process on the same unit/individual are taken at
different time points. Such data are called functional data, from the fact that the
underlying continuous process may be described by a function. So, instead of looking at
data as discrete observations, in many situations it is more natural, and advantageous
to consider them as continuous functions over a time span or a space. Examples of this
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can be evolution of temperature, observed growth curves, hip movement of a horse while
throttling, a knee angle while performing a jump or, as in our case, the changing grey
scale patterns in the varves of the continuous sedimentation process in lake sediment.
The curves may vary in shape, both in amplitude and time progression. For example,
for human growth curves, different individuals may experience certain events such as the
pubertal growth spurt and termination of growth at different, individually determined
times (Gasser et al., 1984). FDA is a collection of statistical models and methods that can
incorporate individual time scales and utilize the functional form of the data. Ramsay
and Silverman (2005) presented several techniques for analysing such data, e.g. principal
component analysis, linear modelling and canonical correlation analysis.

3.2.1 Functional representation

In FDA the first thing to do is to form functional representations of the observed func-
tional data (irregularly or regularly distributed over time) typically by fitting linear com-
binations of known basis functions such as B-splines, Fourier bases or wavelets, (Ruppert
et al., 2003), where the (basis) coefficients are estimated from the observed data by a
(penalized) least squares method, (?). This gives us a continuous functional represen-
tation which then makes it possible to further analyse them over the whole domain of
the function. We can do the analysis by looking at a dense sample of the functions or
by analysing the coefficients of the estimated curve. Also by using, for instance, spline
polynomials of degree 2 or more, it is possible to perform analysis on the derivatives of
the approximating function. For instance, the slope or the acceleration of the estimated
curve might give us more information about the sedimentation process, telling us how
fast the snow melt could be for a certain year. This can also be exemplified when looking
at growth curves. Here the acceleration of the growth (the second derivative) might be
more interesting to study than the actual growth itself. In Papers V and VI our initial
functional representations of the yearly seasonal patterns of the varved sediment of lake
Kassjön were constructed as linear combinations of 32 cubic B-splines basis where the
spline coefficients were estimated by a penalized least squares method, where the second
derivatives of the functions were penalized. In the model-based functional method of
Paper VII, the functional representations were based on 8 cubic splines.

3.2.2 Smoothing and alignment

To make the functional representations more comparable, (e.g. to adjust for the different
sedimentation rates within and between years), registration, also called time warping,
can be useful. These techniques align the curves by individually transforming the time
for each curve so that important properties in the curves (e.g. the spring peaks, puber-
tal growth) are synchronised (occur at the same time points) for all individual years.
Methods like landmark registration (Kneip and Gasser, 1992) and continuous monotone
registration (Ramsay and Li, 1998) have been proposed as well as some other techniques
(Kneip and Ramsay, 2008; Liu and Müller, 2004; Gervini and Gasser, 2005; Kurtek et al.,
2012).
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Registration is used to make the seasonal patterns of the sediment comparable, know-
ing that the sedimentation process is nonlinear in time. In Papers V and VII we apply
landmark registration to the Kassjön lake sediment data, synchronizing the start, end,
and first (spring) peak of the seasonal patterns. In Paper VI we simultaneously cluster
and align the seasonal patterns using a family of affine warping transformations.

3.2.3 Functional clustering

An important part of the analysis of functional data involves methods to sort the in-
dividuals (functions) into homogeneous subgroups, so called classification or clustering.
Considering the application of the Kassjön lake sediment, we want to cluster the (annual)
seasonal patterns of the sediment into groups with similar forms/properties, correspond-
ing to different types of weather/climate.

Several functional clustering methods have been proposed in the literature, (see, e.g.
Abraham et al., 2003; Garcia-Escudero and Gordaliza, 2005; Tarpey and Kinateder,
2003; Serban and Wasserman, 2005). Many of the suggested methods use versions of the
k-means algorithms, (MacQueen, 1967) on functions estimated via splines, wavelets or
Fourier bases. Some methods are model-based (see e.g. James and Sugar, 2003; Luan and
Li, 2003; Chiou and Li, 2007). The k-means algorithm partitions the data into k clusters
such that the total sum of the within-cluster variation around the k cluster centroids is
as small as possible. In most software packages, the k-means algorithm is implemented
as an iterative procedure initiated by randomly choosing the k cluster centroids from the
observations and then successively updating the clusters and their centroids to minimize
the within cluster variation. Distance between functional observations can be measured,
e.g. by the Euclidian distance, the L1-distance or the supremum norm of their cor-
responding coefficients, a set of function values, or by functional principal component
scores (see, e.g. Ramsay et al., 2014). If the seasonal patterns need be registered, it can
be advantageous to cluster and register simultaneously (Gaffney and Smyth, 2004; Kneip
et al., 2000). Methods that simultaneously cluster and align functional data have been
proposed, e.g. by Liu and Müller (2004); Gaffney and Smyth (2004); Gaffney (2004); Liu
and Yang (2009); Sangalli et al. (2009, 2010b). These methods are not directly applicable
when landmark registration is used, since landmark registration in advance fixes a set
of time points to which certain features (such as spring peak) of all functions should be
synchronized, and thus it does not change. When important landmarks can be identified
by experts in the field, it brings additional (new) information besides the observed data.
For such situations clustering after landmark registration may be preferred.

Functional methods have also been introduced to cluster dependent functional data,
(see e.g. Ignaccolo et al., 2008; Romano et al., 2010, 2015; Secchi et al., 2011, 2013;
Giraldo et al., 2012; Menafoglio et al., 2016). In Paper VI, a new method called the
Bagging Voronoi K-Mediod Aligment algorithm, (BVKMA) is introduced, which simul-
taneously clusters and aligns (time) dependent functional data. Up to our knowledge
this is the first functional clustering method that addresses clustering, alignment and
dependence simultaneously. The BVKMA method is obtained by merging the functional
k-mediod alignment clustering algorithm (KMA) (Sangalli et al., 2010b,a) and the Bag-
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ging Voronoi K-medoid functional clustering method (BVMK) proposed by Secchi et al.
(2011, 2013), which separately tackle the two issues of interest, respectively. The func-
tional K-medoid Alignment method by Sangalli et al. (2010b,a) is a generalization of the
functional K-medoid clustering algorithm (see, e.g., Tarpey and Kinateder, 2003), which
jointly aligns and clusters a set of observed functions. The functional KMA algorithm
is an iterative method which at each iteration performs the following steps:

(i) the medoid identification step, in which cluster medoids are chosen as the curves
in each cluster which are the closest to all the other aligned curves in the same
cluster,

(ii) the cluster assignment and alignment step, in which each curve in the sample is
assigned to the cluster whose medoid is the closest, after being aligned to each
medoid using the warping functions in W,

(iii) and finally the normalization step, which is performed to ensure that the average
warping undergone by curves assigned to each cluster, is the identity transforma-
tion.

The results of this procedure are a cluster assignment, an estimated warping function
(containing the misalignment) for each curve in the sample and a set of K estimated
medoids.

The BVKM is a procedure that was originally proposed in Secchi et al. (2011, 2013)
for dealing with spatially dependent functional data, indexed by the sites of a spatial
lattice. In particular, this method is based on bagging the results obtained from B
random bootstrap replicates of the same analysis. This is the so called Bootstrap Phase
of the method, and each bootstrap replicate is composed of the following three steps:

(i) the generation of a random Voronoi tessellation over the considered lattice. This
means sampling a random set of sites (years) to be the nuclei of the tessellation, and
then assigning each of the other sites to the closest nucleus. For a 1-dimensional
lattice of years, a Voronoi tessellation is a random set of intervals of time over the
years.

(ii) the identification of a functional representative for each element of the tessella-
tion. The functional local representative summarizes the information carried by
all functional data indexed by sites (years) belonging to the same element of the
tessellation. In the application at hand, the functional local representative is the
medoid of the data associated to the same tessellation element.

(iii) the clustering of the local representatives. Once the sample of functional local rep-
resentatives is obtained, a standard functional clustering procedure can be applied
to obtain a final classification. In the application at hand, K-medoid is applied.
For each Voronoi map all sites belonging to the same tessellation element get the
same cluster label as it’s local representative.
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The above three steps are repeated B times. Thus, for each year, a frequency dis-
tribution of the cluster assignments along with the B replicates is provided. This is a
part of the so-called Aggregation Phase of the method. The computation of the fre-
quency distribution of the cluster assignment along the bootstrap replicates is made
after a relabelling procedure is applied to the cluster labels along replicates. Next, a
matching procedure is applied, which attempts to bring a sample of clusterings in which
corresponding clusters have different labels to a unique labelling. For each site, the final
label is the result of a majority vote on the cluster assignments along the bootstrap
replicates. The functional representatives of the final clusters are then constructed as
their corresponding functional medoids. The building blocks of the BVKMA method are
based on the BVKM, but both the bootstrap and the aggregation phase are modified to
deal with the misalignment, see Paper VI.

In Papers V and VII clustering after landmark registration is used. Model-based
functional clustering methods assume that the functional data under consideration come
from several subpopulations with their own (parametric) model and the overall popu-
lation is a mixture of these subpopulations. The resulting model is a finite mixture
model. Assume that we have observed functional data, such that, for each subject i the
function at ni locations is registered yielding the data yi = (yi1, ...yini), i = 1, ..., N .
Assuming that each subject is coming from one of G subgroups, although unknown for
the observer, in the model-based approach the distribution of yi follows a mixture model
with G subgroups. The general form of a mixture model with G subgroups (clusters) is

f(y,θ) =
G∑

k=1

πkfk(y,θ), (1)

where the πk’s are the mixing proportions, the fk(y,θ)’s are the cluster densities and
θ the parameters. If further the subjects are assumed to be independent, the observed
likelihood is

L(θ|y1, ...,yN ) =
N∏
i=1

G∑
k=1

πkfk(yi,θ). (2)

The unknown parameters θ and π = (π1, ..., πG) can be estimated by maximizing (2)
or equivalently the logarithm of (2). Let zi be a random variable that is equal to k if
subject i belongs to subgroup k, k = 1, ..., G. Based on the estimated parameters, the
posterior probabilities P (zi = k|yi, θ̂, π̂), k = 1, ..., G, are then used to determine which
subgroup subject i should belong to, often chosen as the one with the largest posterior
probability.

James and Sugar (2003) proposed such a model-based functional clustering method
for sparsely distributed data with uneven number of observations for each subject. The
random functions within each cluster/subgroup are there assumed to be Gaussian with
a mean structure that depends on the subgroup but with the same covariance structures
for all subgroups. James and Sugar (2003) proposed an Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm to find the parameter estimates that maximize (2). The EM algorithm, first
proposed by Dempster et al. (1977) is an iterative method used for inference in situations
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that can be considered as incomplete data problems. It is very popular to derive the
maximum likelihood estimates in a mixture model,(see e.g. McLachlan and Peel, 2000,
p. 4). In this case the missing information is the lack of knowledge of which subgroup
subject i belongs to, i.e. zi is unknown as well as the individual random deviations from
the cluster medoids, γi’s, (c.f. James and Sugar, 2003, Paper VII). The complete data
would thus be (yi,γi, zi), i = 1, ..., N with the complete likelihood

N∏
i=1

f(yi,γi, zi), (3)

where the γi, zi are unobserved and thus “missing”.
The first E-step computes the expected value of the log likelihood of the complete

data sample given the observed data (y1, ...,yN ) and starting values for the parameters
θ and π. In the next M-step this conditional expectation is maximized with respect
to (θ,π) yielding new updated parameter estimates and then imputed into the E-step,
replacing the previous (starting) values of the parameters and iterating between these two
E- and M- steps until convergence. In Paper VII the model-based functional clustering
method of James and Sugar (2003) is extended to allow for different covariance structures
within the different subgroups and, moreover, to include additional covariates observed
for each subject.

3.3 Reconstructing past climate

So, how is it going then, with the reconstruction of past climate with the sediment data
from Kassjön, you could ask? My answer would be, I guess that depends on who you
ask and what you compare with.

We have many sources to use for climate proxies nowadays and more will turn up.
For us, as human beeings, climate or weather is basically precipitation or temperature,
but almost all measures of climate or weather are indirect measures when going more
than 300 years back in time. Tree rings are often used as proxies for summer temper-
ature reconstructions, (see, e.g., Mann et al., 2008). Here, often one tries to compare
with observed meteorological data, for instance, the width of tree rings regressed on
summer temperatures. In Leijonhufvud et al. (2010) an annual average winter temper-
ature (January–April) is reconstructed based on documentary sources of port activities
in the Stockholm region, years 1502–1892. It is also common to compare with other
climate reconstructions to see if similar trends and patterns show up. In our case we
have studied the time dynamics of frequencies of different weather/climate types given
from the clustering of the varves (years) of lake Kassjön sediment data. We have not
been able to use meteorological weather data to compare with since the agricultural
activity around lake Kassjön has disturbed the sedimentation process the last 300 years.
Instead we have tried to compare with other winter climate reconstructions, such as the
Leijonhufvud et al. (2010) and the climate proxies from Finish lakes, (Ojala and Alenius,
2005; Ojala et al., 2008; Tiljander et al., 2003).
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The latest publications have started to use several sources for the proxies, so called
meta-analysis, such as Ljungqvist et al. (2016), or Büntgen et al. (2016) which use several
tree ring sources in the analysis.

Before I continue, I will give a few words of precaution in the interpretation of our
data. We need to keep some things in mind when we try to interpret the (climate)
proxies created. First, the fact that indirect measures of climate is used: such as width
of tree rings, amount of snow accumulation or width and color of grey scale pictures from
varved lake sediments. Second, we will almost never capture short, extreme events in
the data simply due to the fact that we are using averages. Third, our data, the varved
lake sediments from Kassjön, is just one series of observations, not a meta study.

Nevertheless, I believe that our data can contribute to the understanding of past
climate. In order to be able to draw some conclusions, can we somehow compare with
other climate proxies? Most of the proxies mentioned above focus on the last 1500 years,
AD 500 – AD 2000, so let us start there then. If we compare our results with others,
then there are two big events that seem to reach consensus. One event is the Late
Antique Little Ice Age from AD 536 to around AD 660 (Büntgen et al., 2016) and the
second event is the Mediveal Climate Anomaly, (MCA), that in vague terms seems to
be somewhere around AD 950 AD – AD 1250. Why I use the term vague is because
according to the reconstructions the MCA differs between different regions around the
world, (Pachauri et al., 2014).

I use the time series of the 7 weather types found in Paper VII to illustrate the
results we got from our clustering of the varves but similar results of weather types were
also found in Papers V and VI. In Figure 2 we see the shape of the seasonal profiles of
each of the seven clusters, as the red curves given in every picture, together with the
averages of the covariate values, within each cluster, included in the analysis (top right
corner). The time series of varves are divided into bins of 50 years, starting from 1901
and going backwards in time. In each bin, the frequency of the different weather types
is counted where the maximum posterior probability decides what weather type a year
is assigned to. For each cluster the frequency of that specific weather type is given as
connected colored dots where the color corresponds to the average (maximum) posterior
probability for those included varves. Cluster 2 gives a very flat cluster profile which can
be interpreted as years with warm winter weather with little snow accumulation. If the
precipitation data were available it would probably be as rain giving a quite low peak
in the profile in the spring. The mean grey scale value is also very low saying that the
sediment mostly consisted of biological material. If we, on the contrary, look at Cluster
3 or 4, we see the profiles with the high spring peak and very high grey scale values,
which can be referred to years with cold winters and high snow accumulation.

There are thus two known periods of past cold and warm climate reconstructed from
different sources of proxies: the Late Antique Little Ice Age from AD 536 to around AD
660 followed by a warm period (MWA) around AD 950 – AD 1250 and if we now relate
these periods to our profiles, especially to the profiles of cluster 2 and 4, (see Figure
3), where I shaded those two periods in blue and red, it is interesting how these cluster
profiles reconstruct those two post climate periods.
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Analysis with three original covariates

Figure 2: Dynamics of seven clusters profiles (red curves with the overall mean profile,
dashed black curves, in the top middle box), given by the frequencies of the different
cluster types within 50-year periods (non-overlapping bins) starting from 1900 and going
backwards. The profiles vary from sharp peak, to flat peak, and also a double peak. Mean
posterior probabilities as colored squares (means of the included years in the cluster) are
also given at the bottom to indicate how uncertain the cluster frequencies are. Within
each cluster also the mean values of the included covariates are given.
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This makes me believe in our data and the modelling approach developed. So, I
will complement the story with some further findings on the past climate. Looking at
cluster profile 2, I would say that the winter climate in the Kassjön region was very warm
around 1500 BC followed by a drop to a colder period, 1000 BC – 500 BC. It seems like
a short warm winter period occurred around 350 BC and lasted for about 100 years.
The period 200 BC to 400 AD looks like a cold winter period. However, it seems like a
warm winter period hit again around AD 750 followed by a cold winter period with its
peak around AD 1000.

Now I will only wait and see if other research groups are able to spot the 750 AD
warm winter period and the AD 1000 cold winter period.
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Comparison with climate proxies

Figure 3: The two upper plots show time dynamics of two of the seven clusters given
by the frequencies of the different cluster types within 50-year periods (non-overlapping
bins) starting from 1900 and going backwards. The lower plot is a part of the two upper
plots, giving the time dynamics of the frequencies from year 0 to 1901. In this plot two
areas are marked, A and B. “A” corresponds to the Late Antique little Ice Age, AD 536–
AD 660, (Büntgen et al., 2016). “B” corresponds to the Medivial Climate Anomaly AD
950– AD 1250, (Pachauri et al., 2014).
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4 Summary of the papers

This work consists of two parts, where the first part is a licentiate thesis consisting of the
three papers, I, II, III, that model marital fertility based on fertility data from the United
Nations fertility survey. The second part is based on the four papers focusing on the
problem of analyzing varved lake sediments. The fourth paper, IV, applies time series
analysis to investigate the change in time of the amount of accumulation of minerogenic
matter. Papers V, VI and VII are modelling, non-parametric and parametric the varved
lake sediments with tools from FDA.

Paper I. Aspects of the Coale-Trussell model

In an attempt to estimate the level of family planning in a population, Coale and Trussell
(1978) suggested an intensity model based on five year summarized data as given in the
reports of the United Nations. To make inference in the proposed model, Coale and
Trussel assumed that the pregnancy data in the model followed a Poisson process. The
assumption that data follow a Poisson model is invalidated by empirical evidence. The
data are less spread than assumed, which indicates a point process which is underdis-
persed relative to the Poisson model. We generalize the Poisson model, by using a more
realistic assumption about spacing between birth, allowing for a constant delay of 1
year after each birth, to produce a better and more natural description of the human
reproduction.

Paper II. Approximation of the waiting model

In Paper I, a modification of the Poisson assumption in the intensity model was sug-
gested introducing waiting time after the pregnancies. The resulting model was named
the waiting model. The aim of this paper is to compare the Coale-Trussell model with
the waiting model of Paper I with the data provided by the UN World Fertility Sur-
veys (Table 1). By using a normal approximation of the waiting model together with
a normal approximation of the first two moments of the number of pregnancies, the
asymptotic variance of the estimators of the parameters of interest is derived. Simu-
lation studies show that both the Coale-Trussell model and the normal approximated
waiting model approximate the lower intensities well. However, the Coale-Trussell model
gives essentially biased estimates of the intensities for high birth intensities.

Paper III. Allowing left truncated and censored data in the normal
approximated waiting model

In Paper II, a normal approximation of the waiting model was introduced. In this report
a modification of the normal approximation is suggested. This specification allows the
data to be left truncated and censored, which gives the possibility to apply the normally
approximated waiting model on datasets as from the United Nation World Fertility
Services. The model performes well in all cases except for the cases with extremely high
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fertility intensities, where it gives rise to some bias in the parameter estimations. In this
case, however, a bootstrap method is suggested to estimate and correct the bias. This
means that the normal approximated waiting model is a good competitor to the well
known Poisson or Coale-Trussell model. In addition the proposed model also uses an
understandable fertility specification.

Paper IV. Climatic influence on the inter-annual variability of late-
Holocene minerogenic sediment supply in a boreal forest catchment

The sedimentation, as here in lake Kassjön, is mainly driven by the inflow from snowmelt
in spring. The mineral input reflects the intensity of the spring run-off, which is depen-
dent on the amount of snow accumulated during the winter, and hence annual minero-
genic accumulation rate (MinAR) (mg cm−2 year−1) is a long-term record of variabil-
ity in past winter climate. In other words, the amount of MinAR is also a long-term
record of past winter climate. By analyzing the amount of MinAR, with Wavelet power
spectrum analysis to find time periods with similar periodicities and then by applying
complementary and confirmatory Fourier analyses to sub-periods of the data, we iden-
tified significantly different periodicities throughout three different time periods in the
Kassjön data. In the time period 4000 BC – 2901 BC the cycle length (periodicity) of
the MinAR was 275 years. For the next time period, 2900 BC – 1201 BC two period-
icities were identified, 68 and 567 years. Finally for the time period, 1200 BC – AD
1700, four different periodicities were identified, 100, 161, 350 and 725 years. It seems
that the causes that effect the amount of MinAR in the sediment are increasing over
time, or the story gets more and more complicated. The only identified cause, with a big
question mark, was the solar forcing with the long-term centennial scale variability with
350 year cycle length (cf the 385-year peak in tree-ring calibrated 14C activity). MinAR
varies on annual to centennial scales and mainly reflects the channel bank erosion by the
inflow streams. Other factors that influence the MinAR are catchment uplift, vegetation
succession and pedogenesis. A major shift from low to high MinAR occurred in 250
BC, and peaks occurred around AD 250, 600, 1000, 1350 and 1650. The high resolution
component of the record highlights the relevance of the varved lake sediment records for
understanding erosion dynamics in undisturbed forested catchments and their link to
long term climate dynamics and future climate change.

Paper V. Functional clustering of varved lake sediment to reconstruct
past seasonal climate

In this paper by applying functional data analysis methods we address the question of
how to analyze annually laminated (varved) lake sediment from lake Kassjön in northern
Sweden with varying width and recorded as grey scale values, with the ultimate goal
of dividing the yearly seasonal patterns into different groups corresponding to different
weather types. This is up to our knowledge, the first time FDA-methods have been
applied to reconstruct past climate from varved lake sediment. We suggest a smooth
B-spline basis representation of the seasonal patterns, where the smoothness depends on
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the parameter λi which needs to be determined. Here we suggest to use the variation
in the given data as a tool to set the value of λi so that our B-spline representation
reflects the variation in the data. 32 cubic B-spline basis functions were selected with a
common λ = 0.000140625. After deciding on the functional representatives we wanted
to cluster them into homogeneous groups. Since we here only focus on the functional
form, penalized cubic splines were fitted to the centered values, yi(tij)− ȳi, j = 1, ..., ni,
i = 1, ..., N (the mean grey scale value is withdrawn from each year). Next, to make the
curves more comparable with respect to climate, every curve was aligned by landmark
registration. Three landmarks were chosen. The start/end of the varve and the first
spring peak that occurs at approximately the same time every year. Finally, on the
landmark registered functions we applied the k-means clustering algorithm and by using
7 clusters approximately 60% of the variation in the data was explained. The resulting
clusters and their time dynamics compares well with Finish lakes, (Ojala et al., 2008;
Ojala and Alenius, 2005; Tiljander et al., 2003) and show great potential for seasonal
climate interpretation, in particular for winter climate changes.

Paper VI. Clustering misaligned dependent curves - applied to varved
lake sediment for climate re-construction

In this paper we introduce a new non-parametric functional clustering method, the Bag-
ging Voronoi K-Medoid Aligment (BVKMA) algorithm, which simultaneously clusters
and aligns spatially dependent curves. It is obtained by merging two functional clus-
tering methods, the K-medoid Alignment algorithm, (KMA) and the Bagging Voronoi
K-medoid strategy (BVKM), which separately tackle the two issues of interest, respec-
tively. The method is motivated by and applied to varved (annually laminated) sediment
data from lake Kassjön in northern Sweden, aiming to infer on past climate changes,
where climate is defined as frequencies of weather over longer time periods (30, 50, 100,
etc. years). In order to capture climate evolution in data such as the Kassjön sediment,
there is a need for a functional clustering method that is able to jointly deal with the
temporal dependence, the misalignment, and the presence of clusters that characterize
the underlying seasonal patterns. We use this new method to reanalyse the seasonal
patterns of the sediment data from lake Kassjön with the purpose of capturing the un-
derlying different climate regimes. A simulation study comparing the BVKMA and the
BVKM method, exemplifies that it can be advantageous to use the BVKMA method
when clustering misaligned dependent curves.

When applied to the Kassjön sediment data, the method provides a way to sum-
marize the weather variability in terms of longer term changes on different time scales,
corresponding to climate. We detected six different climate regimes aiming to capture
climate. They are all characterized by significantly different frequencies of seasonal pat-
tern (weather) types detected by the K-Medoid algorithm. Two of the climate periods,
(4300 BC, 3100 BC) and (150 BC, AD 150), have high frequencies of years with pro-
nounced spring peak greyscale patterns, indicating an intense spring flood and high snow
accumulation during winter. Climate periods (1950 BC, 1000 BC) and (AD 1000, AD
1900), on the other hand, are characterized by high frequencies of years with flatter
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seasonal greyscale profiles, indicating less winter (snow) precipitation and milder win-
ters. Years with significant sediment accumulation after the spring flood are frequent
in the climate regime during (3100 BC, 1950 BC), perhaps indicating warmer summers
and/or fall storms. For climate period (1000 BC, AD 1000) excluding (150 BC, AD
150) all different weather types are approximately equally likely. A comparison of the 6
detected weather profile patterns (clusters) with data on reconstructed Stockholm win-
ter temperatures (1502–1892) based on documentary sources of port activities in the
Stockholm region (Leijonhufvud et al., 2010) indicated that the flat seasonal patterns
corresponded to warmer winter temperatures, although there is a substantial variability
within clusters.

Paper VII. Model based functional clustering of varved lake sediments

In Paper V the functional form of yearly varved lake sediments is investigated and by
k-means cluster analysis the functional forms are divided into different weather profiles.
Here we continue the analysis of the sediment data from lake Kassjön but now in a
model framework. In this paper we expand a model based functional cluster analysis,
suggested in James and Sugar (2003), that gives a possibility to use both the functional
form and covariates in the analysis. It also allows us to model the dependency of the
B-spline coefficients and the covariates. In addition we allow for different covariance
structures within each cluster and give suggestions on how to determine the number of
clusters. The model is solved by applying the EM-algorithm and the required expres-
sions were thoroughly derived. The proposed model framework suggests as previously
that 7 clusters is a good choice for the partitioning of the years into 7 weather profiles.
In addition it is shown that allowing for different covariances structure of the weather
profiles within the clusters gives more flexibility and is needed. Moreover, adding covari-
ates to the proposed modelling approach improves the overall model performance and
gives more profound explanations of the estimated weather profiles.

5 Final remarks

At the moment I’m keen on laying my hands on observations kindly provided to us by
Antti Ojala (Ojala and Alenius, 2005; Ojala et al., 2008). The data are from the Finish
lakes Nautajärvi and Kortajärvi. This gives us a great opportunity to be able to apply
the FDA methods we developed on other lake sediment data. With an extra bonus
received if it would be possible to confirm the climate findings we have in lake Kassjön
on findings on the Finish lakes.

When it comes to the functional clustering model approach I’ve written a couple
of functions that implements the suggested model and the next step is to create an
R-package and upload it to CRAN.

The functional clustering model has some assumptions we want to ease. One is that
we believe that our varved sediment data have a dependence structure in the errors
between the years. Currently we assume that these errors are independent. Also, we
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model a common error for the covariates between years and by allowing for different
errors for each covariate, it is expected to improve our functional clustering model. The
weight for the covariates is also an issue. In the current modelling approach I have
included them as standardized covariates and as covariates on original scale. What is
the best choice for that?
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